Grammar

1. Write sentences in the simple past with too and a word from the box. Use the cues. (3 points each)

   - old  difficult  low  hot  expensive  high

   1. He couldn’t finish the test.
      *It was too difficult.*

   2. I couldn’t afford to go to Japan.
      *I couldn’t afford to go to Japan.*

   3. They gave up trying to climb the mountain.
      *They gave up trying to climb the mountain.*

   4. We couldn’t take our car on a long trip.
      *We couldn’t take our car on a long trip.*

   5. Lexie wasn’t comfortable at her desk.
      *Lexie wasn’t comfortable at her desk.*

   6. He had to wait a while before eating the soup.
      *He had to wait a while before eating the soup.*

2. Use not + the correct adjective + enough to complete the sentences. (1 point each)

   1. My shirt is not thick enough (thin / thick) to keep me warm. I have to wear more clothes.

   2. Those jeans are inexpensive (cheap / expensive) for me. I need to save more money to buy them.

   3. Bob’s T-shirt is big (small / big) for Scott. Scott’s taller than Bob is.

   4. Our suitcases were heavy (light / heavy) for us to carry. We had to use carts.

   5. This class is boring (interesting / boring). Why don’t we do some group projects?

   6. Her clothes are dressy (casual / dressy) for a fancy wedding.

3. Complete the sentences with the correct object pronouns. (1 point each)

   1. I’ve lost my keys. I need to find them.

   2. That’s a beautiful dress! I really like it.

   3. Tell your sister I’ll meet her at the mall yesterday.

   4. Ray didn’t bring his lunch. I feel sorry for him.

   5. Did you go to the beach? We didn’t see him there.

   6. Sarah is welcome to join her. We’d love to have her in our band.

4. Complete the answers or the questions with the correct possessive pronouns. (1 point each)

   1. Is this Kim’s book? Yes, it’s hers.

   2. This pencil is mine. Look, it has my name on it.

   3. That’s George’s bag. The jacket on top of it is also his.

   4. Is that wallet hers? It’s right under your desk.

   5. These notebooks are theirs now. Mrs. Griffin gave them to us.

   6. The twins bought that basketball with their allowance. It’s theirs.

Vocabulary

5. Complete the sentences with one of the words in the box. (1 point each)

   - gloves  sneakers  cap
   - suit  mini skirt  sweatshirt

   1. Put on your gloves or your hands will freeze!

   2. She wore a mini skirt to school and the principal thought it was too short.

   3. Manuel got a baseball cap for his birthday.

   4. My jacket was dirty so I wore my suit to keep me warm.

   5. Nathan needs a mini skirt to wear for his sister’s wedding.

   6. You can’t wear gloves with your suit. You need to wear nice shoes.
Communication

6) Complete the dialogue by filling in the blanks. (1 point each)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wear</th>
<th>suit and tie</th>
<th>clothes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comfortable</td>
<td>jacket</td>
<td>jeans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uniform</td>
<td>casual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: What style of **clothes** do you have to wear to school?
B: We wear **casual** clothes. We only wear formal clothes for fancy dances and dinners.
A: Really? Can you wear **baggy** **jeans** to school?
B: Yes, we can. Others prefer **tight jeans** though. We can wear whatever feels **comfortable**.
A: That’s cool! I suppose you can **wear** **sneakers**, too.
B: Of course. How about you? Do you have a **uniform**?
A: Yeah. Sometimes I think it’s good because I feel like I’m part of a group.
B: And you don’t have to worry about what to wear. Is the uniform for boys a **suit and tie**?
A: Oh, no! It’s not that **dressy** at all. We wear white shirts and **sports jackets**.
B: I bet you look cool in a **sports** **uniform**.

7) Read the following essay and write True (T) or False (F) for the statements below. (1 point each)

Do you think that a person who dresses fashionably or buys expensive clothes is a better person than someone who wears second-hand clothes?

Some of my friends chose designer clothes simply because these clothes are “in” and not because they look good in them. I think we all need to feel comfortable and good in what we wear but we can do this without becoming fashion slaves.

T 1. The writer thinks wearing designer clothes doesn’t make people more popular.

F 2. The writer thinks buying expensive clothes makes a person better.

T 3. The writer usually wears comfortable clothes.

T 4. The writer says we can buy clothes without becoming fashion slaves.

Writing

8) Complete this paragraph with your own opinion. State your opinion clearly, present your ideas, support them, and write your conclusion. (15 points)

Some people think it is good to wear a uniform.
I think ____________________________

First, uniforms are ____________________________

Second, wearing a uniform means ________________

Everyone ________________

It’s also ________________

In conclusion ________________